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About This Software

VR Fractals is a 3D Fractal Viewer for the Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive. To use this you must have one of those headsets.

This is an experience similar to Oculus Dreamdeck, so expect about 5-20 minutes of gameplay.

Right now there are 8 fractals. A code editor is included which will allow users to create their own fractals/shaders and share
them with the community. More fractals might be added in later updates as well.

There is a free demo available with one fractal and no editor that should give you a pretty good jist of what to expect.
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Title: VR Fractals
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
Phylliida
Publisher:
Phylliida
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: AMD 290, Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 60 MB available space
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1°) Mindless and ultra easy puzzle game for braindead people.

2°) 30min max in order to achieve 100% completion.

3°) 1h30 of idling to get the trading cards....

4°) Not worth the full price, not even worth it on a sale.

5°) If interested try aMAZE2 for "some" challenge instead of this.
. Buy it, you wont regret it. Pretty simple song. No extremely difficult solo. I like the time concept using clones to solve puzzles,
but the game commits one of the worst sins in my opinion of a puzzle game. The puzzles are reallly easy to solve but really hard
to pull off at least for me. Maybe you just need better 3d platforming skills but at least with Portal once you knew the solution
the puzzles were easy to pull off.. A few nice paintjobs! Thanks.
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Its rough around the edges and could use more players but its still alot of fun. Nice model, but the whistle is from a Pennsylvania
Railroad J1. (The proper whistle can be found on Railworks America.) Textures are a little sloppy, but it's not too bad. The
biggest issue for me is the WWII scenarios don't match the model. In 1947, the PRR "modernized" the K4 fleet. This DLC
models the "modernized" (post war) K4... however the WWII scenarios take place before 1947, so the locomotive should be
modeled to look like the original (pre war) K4. The most noticable difference between the two was that the headlight on the pre
war K4 was on the front of the smokebox with the steam generator behind it. When modernization took place, the headlight was
located on top of the smokebox and the steam generator on the front, to allow easier access for maintenance. A platform was
also added to the front of the smokebox to allow easy access to the generator. In my opinion, I would have payed a little bit
more to have both the pre war and post war verisons of the K4, but great DLC nontheless.. very simple game... not useful for
teaching plant biology.. I was look for a good indie game for my youtube channel and The Orb Chambers caught my eye. I
enjoy strategy games and if you enjoy strategy games. Yes reccomend it. If you don't then you might want to look up some
videos on youtube to see if you are interested I think It's very unique compared to other strategy games.. I didn't enjoy this at all.
I mean all those dialogs and stuff was totally dumb !! I mean this could fool some little kids :)). I thought the music included
would be better, but it's not.. My full review can be found here.

GabeN: The Final Decision begins with the potential launch of the Triple Steam Summer Sale, along with Half Life 3, Portal 3,
and Team Fortress 3. However, the Illuminati the interferes, and Gaben (along with Mike) decide to try and get to the bottom of
it. It's a story of memes and a lot of battles with fantastical creatures from... fantasy lands?

This game will do a lot to try and burn your eyes with the awful background colour on the UI. You'll also find yourself getting
extremely frustrated at the sheer number of encounters as the encounter rate is exceptionally high. At first, the enemies actually
do make some sense. Once you get into the random encounters they start just pulling from the stock of RPGMaker assets to fill
in. Despite there being several "wings" to the dungeon, one for each element, the enemies are just recolours. There isn't much
interesting about the combat as it's usually just a matter of spam attack until you win. Bosses get a bit more strategy in that they
involve actually using some skills!

I can't recommend this game at all unless you really want to get into the heavy memes present. Even if you do, I still wouldn't
recommend it. Other than the actual enemies that made sense at the start, there really isn't much redeeming about this title.. The
ferrari F1's quickly became my favorite vehicles in game by far! Great value DLC.. Like an 8-Bit Trackmania game... on
Crack!. Decent game and well worth buying especially from a sale. Companions could have been even more fleshed out and the
game was a bit short, but game kept me playing it straight through and wanting to replay it to test the other choices.
My only gripe is that I never found that "Sniper Scope" that some crafting recipes required, is it even in the game or should the
recipe require the normal scope instead of "Sniper Scope"?
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